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[00:00:00] Hello, hello hello, and welcome to English Learning for Curious Minds, by

Leonardo English.

[00:00:12] The show where you can listen to fascinating stories, and learn weird and

wonderful things about the world at the same time as improving your English.

[00:00:21] I'm Alastair Budge, and today we are going to be talking about The True Cost

of Parking.

[00:00:28] Now, it might sound like the most boring subject in the world, and parking

isn’t something normally found in lists of most people’s favourite topics, but how we

deal with parking, what it really costs and who actually pays for it is fascinating.

[00:00:47] So, in this episode we will learn a bit about the history of how cities have

adapted to accommodate private cars, how this has changed over the years, why1

1 provide space for
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parking is never actually free, why it is almost always too cheap, despite people

thinking it is expensive, and what the future of parking might look like.

[00:01:11] We have a lot to cover in today’s episode, so let’s get right into it.

[00:01:16] Now, for many of the episodes we make, I don’t know a huge amount about

the subjects before researching them, and it is a fascinating process of discovery also

for me.

[00:01:28] However for today’s episode I would claim to be somewhat of an expert, as I2

actually spent quite a few years working for a parking technology startup in London.3

[00:01:40] So, it is an area I’m pretty familiar with.

[00:01:44] One person even more familiar with parking than me, though, is a man called

Donald Shoup, a Professor in the Department of Urban Planning at UCLA, the4

University of California, Los Angeles, and the author of a famous book from 2005 called

The High Cost of Free Parking.

[00:02:06] Many of the ideas in today’s episode come directly from Professor Shoup’s

famous book, and if you decide that this is an interesting subject you would like to

explore further, then this is most certainly the book for you.

4 the technical and political process concerned with the control of the use of land and design of the city

environment

3 a small business that had just been started

2 say that something is true
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[00:02:22] There is a terrible statistic that the average car spends 95% of its life

stationary , parked still, doing nothing, and most importantly, taking up space.5 6

[00:02:35] Most people don’t think that this really costs anything.

[00:02:40] Indeed, if you see a parked car, whether that’s on the street or in a garage,

your first reaction probably isn’t “wow, that’s expensive”.

[00:02:51] Perhaps if you are the owner of the car you might be paying to park your car

there, but the point that Professor Shoup would make is that in almost every case you

won’t be paying enough for parking, and the true cost is hidden from view.

[00:03:08] Now, to get into exactly why this is, and how this has changed, we need to

take a trip back to the start of the 20th century.

[00:03:19] Before the mass adoption of private cars, people would simply walk or travel

by horse and cart to their destination.7

[00:03:27] Cities tended to be much smaller in terms of land area, people worked closer

to where they lived, and it just wasn’t a requirement for most people to travel long

distances.

7 a vehicle pulled by a horse

6 filling, occupying

5 not moving
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[00:03:42] If you were rich enough to afford your own horse and cart, you would travel8

to your destination and the horse and cart might wait there for you to finish your

business.

[00:03:54] As the horses were replaced by cars, and cars outnumbered horses, urban9

planners needed to find a way to accommodate these new cars while they weren’t in10

use.

[00:04:07] Roads were widened , and on the edges designated parking spaces were11 12

created, what we would call on-street parking.

[00:04:17] They were, in almost all cases, free. There was no payment required, and

anyone could stay as long as they liked.

[00:04:27] Horses and carriages never needed to pay, so why should the automobiles

that replaced them?

12 the outer points

11 became more wide

10 people responsible for the use of land and design of the city environment

9 were greater in number than

8 be able to buy
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[00:04:34] The parking meter, the first paid parking space, was invented in 1935, but by

then people had got so accustomed to parking being free that there was an outcry13 14

when they first started appearing on US streets.

[00:04:53] They didn’t appear on British streets until 1958, and there was a similar

backlash when motorists were suddenly forced to pay to park their cars on the15 16

streets, something that they were used to doing for free.

[00:05:09] Alongside paid on-street parking, many city governments started requiring

property developers to create off-street parking spaces with every new building, in17

order to reduce pressure on on-street parking.18

[00:05:26] These laws varied greatly from city to city, country to country.

[00:05:31] In the US, for example, the number of parking spaces required might be

based on the size of an office building, it might be based on the number of beds in a

hospital or number of seats in a restaurant.

18 make it smaller in degree

17 people whose job is to buy, improve and sell buildings and land

16 people who drive cars

15 a strong reaction to the change

14 a strong expression of anger and disapproval

13 used
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[00:05:47] The result of many of these laws was that property developers were legally

required to build a set number of parking spaces based on the type of building.19

[00:05:59] Fair enough, you might be thinking. People need to be able to get to these

places, and for many people public transportation isn’t an option, so it’s a good thing to

make sure that parking spaces are available.

[00:06:14] Hold on to that thought , as we’ll get to some of the alternatives in a20

minute.

[00:06:20] The result of these policies, in the cities and countries in which they existed,

is simply a vast number of parking spaces.

[00:06:30] Now, we’ll mainly be talking about the United States here, but you may

recognise that a lot of what we’ll say also applies in your own country.

[00:06:40] In the US it is estimated that there are eight parking spaces for every single

car, so that’s over two billion parking spaces.

[00:06:52] A parking space itself is about 17 square metres, but when you consider that

you need to leave room for a car to go in and out, and roads into and out of a parking

lot, one parking space takes up around 37 metres squared, the size of a small studio

apartment.

20 keep that thought in mind for future use

19 fixed or specific number
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[00:07:14] And then you need to multiply that by 2 billion, because there are two billion

parking spaces in the US.

[00:07:22] In many cases, city planning laws actually required more space for parking

than for the actual building.

[00:07:30] And the requirements were often quite arbitrary , and far greater than what21

was really required.

[00:07:39] The result of this was that, in many cities especially across the US, parking

was so easy to find at your destination that it would be foolish not to drive.22

[00:07:51] Petrol, or as Americans would say, “gas” was cheap, public transportation

was often poor, and parking was free, so of course you were going to drive.

[00:08:04] This caused more cars on the road, which meant more parking spaces

needed to be built, and the result was the situation that exists still today in many cities

across the world, where driving is still the most convenient option, primarily because it

was easy to park wherever you wanted.

[00:08:23] And most importantly, it was free.

[00:08:27] Or was it?

22 unwise, stupid

21 based on chance rather than planning
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[00:08:28] There’s a saying in English that “there’s no such thing as a free lunch”, which

means “nothing in life is free”.

[00:08:36] And when parking is concerned , the saying rings true , it is certainly23 24

correct.

[00:08:43] There are a multitude of hidden costs to parking that most people don’t

consider, and that we all pay, even if we don’t have a car.

[00:08:54] Let’s first talk about what it costs to create parking spaces, and then discuss

how we pay for it.

[00:09:02] Firstly, you have to physically build a parking space, they aren’t made from

nothing.

[00:09:08] For an on-street parking space in the US it is estimated to cost around $1,750

to build it, and then another $400 to maintain every year.25

25 keep in a good condition

24 is or sounds true

23 involved
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[00:09:22] Off-street parking spaces are even more expensive, as you have to either dig

underground or create entire buildings for them, and the sky's the limit for how26 27

expensive they can get.

[00:09:36] It cost $130 million to build the Walt Disney Concert Hall in Los Angeles, and

then another $110 million to build the parking lot, which was paid for by the Los

Angeles local government.

[00:09:53] There are 2,500 spaces there, so it’s a cost of $44,000 per parking space.

[00:10:02] Secondly, there’s the cost of the land itself. If a developer wants to build a

restaurant and they are required to have 20 parking spaces, they might need to buy a

plot of land that is 2 or 3 times as big as the restaurant.28

[00:10:18] Similarly, if there’s a building with a garage built underneath it, this space29

doesn’t magically appear from nowhere. It is taking up the space that could be used for

something else - storage, offices, or even more housing.

29 under

28 a piece of land meant for a particular purpose

27 there is no limit

26 below the surface of the earth
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[00:10:35] Thirdly there’s the cost of leaving that piece of land open, unavailable for30

development for something more profitable or useful than being a place to store a31

car.

[00:10:47] House prices can be up to €25,000 per square metre in central London, so by

leaving up to 30 square metres available for every parking space, the city is leaving vast

amounts of money on the table.

[00:11:03] So, who pays for it, and how?

[00:11:07] Well, all of us, indirectly.

[00:11:10] With the example of the restaurant, the prices are higher than they would be

if there was no parking, because the cost of building the parking and the land for the

parking have to be recouped somewhere.32

[00:11:24] With the example of the building, people who live in the building are paying

more, because the housing supply is reduced.

32 earned back, regained

31 likely to make a profit

30 not available or accessible
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[00:11:31] And overall in a city, the more space that is given up for parking the less33

space there is available for housing, therefore the price that we all pay, whether we buy

or rent, is increased.

[00:11:46] And this is before we have even considered some of the “quality of life” costs

that we all pay by encouraging cars to drive into city centres.34

[00:11:57] It’s estimated that up to 30% of congestion in congested downtown areas35 36

is caused by cars circling looking for a parking space. This applies in city centres, where

people are looking for on-street parking, and has become even more of a problem as

cities have started to reduce the amount of on-street parking.

[00:12:21] And what price do we put on having walkable cities, what price do we put37

on having cities with cleaner air, what price do we put on having greener cities where

parking spaces have been turned into spaces for humans and nature, not cars.

[00:12:38] The price we pay for it differs , and depends on the value that each one of us38

places on it personally, but again, it certainly isn’t free.

38 is different, varies

37 safe and easy to walk in

36 overcrowded or having a lot of cars

35 the state of being overcrowded

34 making it more likely for

33 in general
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[00:12:49] So, what can be done?

[00:12:52] Well, let’s talk about some of the ideas that urban planners, in particular

Professor Shoup, have suggested, before talking about how this problem can be solved

in the medium term .39

[00:13:05] The main point that Professor Shoup makes is that parking is simply far too

cheap, and if drivers were made to pay the real cost for it, people would drive less and

look for alternative modes of transportation.

[00:13:21] At the moment the cost is subsidised by everyone, meaning we all pay40

more for almost everything so that people can park conveniently and cheaply.41

[00:13:33] Shoup says that there shouldn’t be a fixed number for what the price of

parking actually is, there isn’t a dollar or Euro amount for what the “right” cost of

parking should be, but that cities should dynamically adjust the cost so that there are42

always a few on-street parking spots available.

42 in a way that is changing depending on the situation

41 in a way that is easy to do it

40 supported financially (often for something that benefits the public)

39 a period of time that is neither very soon nor very far into the future
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[00:13:55] It should be expensive enough that it is a deterrent , that it discourages43 44

people from using their cars to drive into city centres, but should still be available to

some drivers.

[00:14:08] Secondly, Shoup says that urban planners should abolish all laws around

parking requirements, and the market should decide.

[00:14:17] If a restaurant wants to have a bigger dining space and fewer parking spaces

then that should be its decision. This, Shoup proposes, would be a more efficient way

of finding the right amount of parking spaces per building.

[00:14:34] Shoup’s seminal work was published in 2005, and since then much has45

changed. Indeed, we are closer to a future with autonomous vehicles now, in 2021, than

we are to when Shoup’s work was published. It was published 16 years ago, and most

estimates have full autonomy arriving in less than 16 years’ time.

[00:15:00] In a world of autonomous vehicles, where you could be dropped off at your46

destination, the need for parking at your destination is greatly reduced, if not

completely eliminated .47

47 removed

46 taken or left

45 original and affecting the development of future events

44 making them less willing to do it

43 something that makes them less willing to do it
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[00:15:13] Whether you believe in a future of shared autonomous vehicles, a sort of

self-driving taxi situation, or a situation where you can drive yourself to a destination

and then you go and tell your car to drive itself to an out of town parking lot to wait for

you, the end result is similar: cities no longer need to give up their valuable inner city

space to parking spaces.

[00:15:41] It’s hard to find many people, apart from those people making their

livelihoods from parking, who would shed too many tears about a world that48 49

looked like this.

[00:15:51] When people were angry about being forced to pay for parking, or angry

about no longer being able to park conveniently on the street, the frustration wasn’t

directly about the parking spaces, it was about an increased inconvenience in their50

journey.

[00:16:09] If a future of autonomous vehicles allows people to get to where they want

with all of the convenience of a personal car that turns up right at their final51

destination, but with none of the inconvenience or cost–direct or indirect–of finding a

parking space, then this must surely be a commendable development.52

52 deserving approval and respect

51 comfort, advantage

50 trouble, difficulty

49 cry, be sad

48 securing the necessities of life
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[00:16:32] And what would this look like for cities?

[00:16:35] Well, as some cities discovered during the COVID-19 pandemic, when there

were fewer people driving into the centres and less parking required, cities with fewer

parked cars can be a beautiful thing.

[00:16:50] For many of us, we were so used to seeing lines of parked cars on the street

that we were blind to how a road would look without cars. And suddenly, when a city53

has the opportunity to test out removing the parking spaces from a street, such as

Amsterdam in the Netherlands and even Nottingham in the UK, residents have

discovered that their cities suddenly become a lot more pleasant to walk around,54

there are more cyclists, and the spaces that had previously been reserved for cars for

the past century are reclaimed by the people of the city.

[00:17:31] Unfortunately, these cases of parking spaces being reclaimed are still few55

and far between , and especially populist governments love handing out free parking56

as a way to please constituents .57

57 make their voters happy

56 not many

55 taken back

54 enjoyable and attractive

53 unable to see
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[00:17:46] In Valletta, the capital of the small Mediterranean island of Malta and a city

that has been a UNESCO world heritage site since 1980, the city government has

actually got rid of pavements to make way for parking spaces.58

[00:18:04] It might seem mad, but instead of getting rid of parking spaces to make room

for pedestrians, the exact opposite is happening, and only to please the local

car-driving residents and win votes.

[00:18:20] Even in cities like London, which have ambitious emissions targets and59 60

some forward-thinking policies about car use it’s still possible to park your car61

on-street completely for free if you are a resident and you have an electric car, and even

if you have the most polluting car imaginable it only costs £158 a year for the most62

expensive area of London, so that’s around €185 to store your car on a piece of land

that could be worth three quarters of a million Euros.

[00:18:58] It is a huge subsidy for anyone who drives a car, but a subsidy that certainly63

isn’t free.

63 financial assistance to something that benefits the public

62 sending out harmful gas and substances

61 planning for the future

60 the acts of sending out gas

59 difficult to achieve, challenging

58 flat surfaces on the sides of a road meant for walking
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[00:19:06] So who pays for it? All of us.

[00:19:10] Residents, tourists, homeowners, renters, absolutely everyone.

[00:19:15] Professor Shoup, in his seminal work, asks a question that is as relevant now

as it was back in 2005.

[00:19:24] He asks, “Who pays for free parking? Everyone but the motorist.”

[00:19:31] OK then, that is it for today's episode on The True Cost of Parking.

[00:19:38] I hope it's been an interesting one, that you've learnt something new, and

whether you are a passionate driver who goes everywhere by car or someone who64

doesn’t even have a driving licence, I hope it has made you think about parking, and

the way in which cities are planned, in a slightly different way.

[00:19:57] As always, I would love to know what you thought of this episode.

[00:20:01] What is the parking situation like in your city? How has it changed over the

years? Do you think parking is too expensive, too cheap, or just right?

[00:20:12] I would love to know, so let’s get this discussion started. The place for that is

our community forum, which is at community.leonardoenglish.com. You can even ask

me how I ended up going from working in a parking technology company to making

this podcast...

64 having strong emotions and feelings about driving
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[00:20:28] You've been listening to English Learning for Curious Minds, by Leonardo

English.

[00:20:33] I'm Alastair Budge, you stay safe, and I'll catch you in the next episode.

[END OF EPISODE]
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Key vocabulary

Word Definition

Accommodate provide space for

Claim say that something is true

Startup a small business that had just been started

Urban planning the technical and political process concerned with the control of the

use of land and design of the city environment

Stationary not moving

Taking up filling, occupying

Cart a vehicle pulled by a horse

Afford be able to buy

Outnumbered were greater in number than

Urban planners people responsible for the use of land and design of the city

environment

Widened became more wide
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Edges the outer points

Accustomed used

Outcry a strong expression of anger and disapproval

Backlash a strong reaction to the change

Motorists people who drive cars

Property developers people whose job is to buy, improve and sell buildings and land

Reduce make it smaller in degree

Set number fixed or specific number

Hold on to that

thought

keep that thought in mind for future use

Arbitrary based on chance rather than planning

Foolish unwise, stupid

Concerned involved

Rings true is or sounds true

Maintain keep in a good condition

Underground below the surface of the earth
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The sky's the limit there is no limit

Plot of land a piece of land meant for a particular purpose

Underneath under

Unavailable not available or accessible

Profitable likely to make a profit

Recouped earned back, regained

Overall in general

Encouraging making it more likely for

Congestion the state of being overcrowded

Congested overcrowded or having a lot of cars

Walkable safe and easy to walk in

Differs is different, varies

Medium term a period of time that is neither very soon nor very far into the future

Subsidised supported financially (often for something that benefits the public)

Conveniently in a way that is easy to do it
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Dynamically in a way that is changing depending on the situation

Deterrent something that makes them less willing to do it

Discourages makes them less willing to do it

Seminal original and affecting the development of future events

Dropped off taken or left

Eliminated removed

Making their

livelihoods

securing the necessities of life

Shed too many tears cry, be sad

Inconvenience trouble, difficulty

Convenience comfort, advantage

Commendable deserving approval and respect

Blind to unable to see

Pleasant enjoyable and attractive

Reclaimed taken back

Few and far between not many
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Please constituents make their voters happy

Pavements flat surfaces on the sides of a road meant for walking

Ambitious difficult to achieve, challenging

Emissions the acts of sending out gas

Forward-thinking planning for the future

Polluting sending out harmful gas and substances

Subsidy financial assistance to something that benefits the public

Passionate having strong emotions and feelings about driving

We’d love to get your feedback on this episode.

What did you like? What could we do better?

What did you struggle to understand?

Let us know in the forum community.leonardoenglish.com
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